CAMP OUT IN THE PARKLANDS!

The Parklands of Floyds Fork is proud to introduce a series of scout programs designed to build outdoor skills and scientific literacy in the scouting community. The Parklands Interpretive Team has partnered with the Louisville Astronomical Society and Blue Moon Canoe & Kayak of Kentucky to design hands-on programs to engage scouts in the outdoors while fulfilling requirements for badges, belt loops and pins.

Programs can include guided hikes and aquatic ecology activities with Parklands interpretive rangers, canoeing the many miles of Floyds Fork with Blue Moon Canoe & Kayak of Kentucky, hands-on astronomy instruction with the Louisville Astronomical Society, and a night camping under the stars in The Parklands of Floyds Fork!

During the program we will hit many requirements for the Tiger, Wolf, Bear, and Webelo badges as well as the astronomy belt loop and academic pin! Build your own adventure with the options below!

FAMILY CAMPOUT
Spend an evening camping under the stars in Broad Run or Beckley Creek Park. Scouts and leaders will spend the day hiking and exploring Floyds Fork with Parklands interpretive rangers and end the day with a special program by the Louisville Astronomical Society. Hiking ethics, emergency preparedness, and Leave No Trace practices will be covered.
$30 / PERSON; LIMIT 50 PER GROUP
Includes breakfast, astronomy program and activities in The Parklands

PADDLE THE PARKLANDS
Discover the wonders of The Parklands with a float along a classic Kentucky stream. Blue Moon Canoe & Kayak of Kentucky and Parklands interpretive rangers will guide scouts and leaders on the many miles of Floyds Fork by canoe. Scouts will explore the Floyds Fork habitat and look for signs of wildlife while learning about water safety.
$15 / PERSON; LIMIT 40 PER GROUP

FAMILY CAMPOUT & PADDLING ADVENTURE
Combine the two above activities into a day and night of fun in The Parklands! Canoe, hike, and explore by day and stargaze at night!
$45/PERSON; LIMIT 40 PER GROUP

FOR A LIST OF AVAILABLE DATES, TO SCHEDULE A PROGRAM, OR TO FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT PARKLANDS EDUCATION COORDINATOR CURTIS CARMAN AT 502-815-0274 OR CCARMAN@21CPARKS.ORG.
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